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ABSTRACT.
Let S be a complete and separable metric space and p a cr»finite, complete Borel measure on S with p(S) >0. Let ♦ be the family of all real-valued functions defined on S whose set of points of discontinuity is of /¿-measure 0. Let B (♦) be the functions of Baire's class a generated by ♦. It is shown that S .(♦) = zS (♦) if and only if p is a purely atomic measure whose set of atoms forms a scattered subset of S and that if B ,(♦) 4 B -,(♦), then the Baire order of ♦ is a>y-, in other words, if 0 < a < où , then B (♦) 4 B . If X is a set and 0 is a family of real-valued functions defined on X, then B (<$) will denote $ and for each ordinal a, a > 0, B¿\$) will denote the family of all pointwise limits of sequences from \^Jy<aByi^). Of course, B,",($) = U -B (<$) and thus, B ($) = B ,,«&)■ The first ordinal a for which Ba($) = Ba+1($) will be called the Baire order of $.
The unit interval will be denoted by /.
Recall that a subset M of a topological space is said to be scattered if there is no subset of M which is dense in itself. Also, in this paper the 
